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Abstract
We consider statistical models for birth and death on a ow and prove local asymptotic
normality as the observation time approaches innity; as a consequence, we know how to char-
acterize asymptotically ecient estimators for the unknown parameter. We construct a sequence
of minimum distance estimators based on observed death positions which is strongly consistent
and asymptotically normal, and improve it to get an ecient estimator for a parameter present
in the death rate function. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
Birth and death on a ow, which is a model for the random evolution of certain nite
or countable systems of particles, was introduced by Cinlar and Kao (1992); we con-
centrate on nite systems. The process starts with a deterministic initial conguration of
particles sitting in Rd. New particles appear at random times and locations, modelled by
Poisson random measure (PRM)  with intensity dt (dy) on (0;1)Rd, where  is
some nite measure on Rd. During their random life time, particles are transported by
a stochastic Brownian ow  on Rd, which is independent of the random measure .
 is the solution ow to the stochastic dierential equation
dXt = b(Xt) dt + (Xt) dWt (0.1)
on Rd with drift coecient b(:) and diusion coecient (:), both satisfying a global
Lipschitz condition. On this ow, the same m-dimensional Brownian motion W is driv-
ing the motion of all particles, thus particles living at the same time move dependently.
At the end of their random life time, according to a position dependent killing rate
k(:); particles die and leave the ow.
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We are interested in statistical models for birth and death on a ow, where an
unknown k-dimensional parameter # governs the drift coecient b#(:); the rate function
k#(:) and the measure # for birth of new particles, and where the resulting particle
conguration process can be observed continuously in time. Statistical problems in this
context have been considered rst by Phelan in a series of papers (cf. Phelan, 1994,
1996a,b,c, 1997). Necessary and sucient conditions for local absolute continuity of
probability laws for birth and death on a ow on its canonical path space are given in
Hopfner and Locherbach (1999), together with a very simple form of the likelihood
ratio process in the case where the diusion coecient (y) admits a left inverse +(y)
for all y2Rd. In the present paper we give conditions for local asymptotic normality
(LAN) for birth and death on a ow. Once LAN holds, one knows how to characterize
asymptotic eciency of estimators for the unknown parameter and { under additional
assumptions { how to modify and improve a given preliminary estimator provided its
errors are tight at a rate depending on the local structure of the model (cf. Davies,
1985, Section 3 or LeCam and Yang, 1990, Chapter 5).
We state the basic notions and assumptions in Section 1 and recall known results:
local absolute continuity of probability measures on a canonical path space for birth
and death on a ow, likelihood ratio process, ergodicity. In Section 2, we give con-
ditions for local asymptotic normality. The main condition is the logarithmic dier-
entiability of  7! k(:) at  = # in an L2( m#)-sense, for all #2; here m#(A)
is the expected sum of sojourn times in A2B(Rd) over all particles in the cong-
uration, during one life cycle of the conguration process (i.e. between successive
occurrences of , the void conguration), under #. Our main result (Theorem 2.1)
is the joint convergence of the three scores { corresponding to observation of diu-
sion parts in the conguration process between successive birth or death events, to
observation of birth times and positions, and to observation of death events { to a
normal distribution whose covariance matrix is of diagonal type. In Section 3, we
restrict attention to a parameter # involved in the death rate function k#(:). Under
very mild additional conditions we construct a sequence of minimum distance estima-
tors (MDE) for the unknown parameter #, based on the observed locations of par-
ticle’s deaths, which is strongly consistent and asymptotically normal; then we show
that all assumptions on the local structure of the statistical model needed in Davies
(1985, Section 3) hold. So we can improve this preliminary MDE sequence by a
well-known one-step modication in order to obtain an explicit and asymptotically
ecient sequence of estimators. For weak convergence of the rescaled MDE errors
under # we need absolute continuity of m# with respect to the Lebesgue measure d
on (Rd;B(Rd)); this { of interest in its own right { is Theorem 3.9 at the end of the
paper.
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Basic assumptions
We describe briey birth and death on a ow:
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1.1. The process starts from a xed initial conguration x=(x1; : : : ; xl0 ) of l0 particles
sitting at points x1; : : : ; xl0 in Rd, for some l0>0.
1.2. New particles appear at random times TB1 <T
B
2 <    in random points B1 ; B2 ; : : :
of Rd such that the point process B(ds; dy) =
P
i>1 (TBi ;Bi )(ds; dy) is Poisson random
measure (PRM) on (0;1)  Rd with intensity measure ds (dy).  is some nite
measure on Rd.
1.3. During their random lifetime, particles move in Rd, transported by a stochastic
Brownian ow =(s; t)06s6t<1 on Rd, which is assumed to be independent of B.
Innitesimal means and covariances of  are specied below.
A stochastic ow on Rd is a random eld fs; t(y): 06s6t <1; y2Rdg taking
values in Rd, dened on some probability space (
0;A0; P0), such that for P0-a:a: !2

0; :;:(: ; !) is a ow of homeomorphisms on Rd (for details on stochastic ows, see
Kunita, 1992). The ow is called Brownian if for all 06s0<s1<   <sk <1 the
mappings s0 ; s1 ; s1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sk−1 ; sk ; are independent.
We associate to  a ltration
F0 = (F0t)t>0; F0t =
\
T>t
(s; r(y): 06s6r6T; y2Rd): (1.1)
Let drift and diusion coecients b(:) :Rd!Rd and (:) :Rd!Rdm be given, sat-
isfying a global Lipschitz condition
jb(y)− b(y)0j+ jj(y)− (y0)jj6K jy − y0j
for y; y0 2Rd. We assume m6d and for all y2Rd,
(y) has maximal column rank and thus a left inverse +(y): (1.2)
Dene
a(y; y0) = (y)T(y0); y; y0 2Rd: (1.3)
Then a stochastic ow  with innitesimal means b(y); y2Rd, and innitesimal
covariances a(y; y0); y; y0 2Rd, exists uniquely in law (Kunita, 1992, Theorem 4:2:5),
and processes
X =
0
@s; t(x1)  
s; t(xl)
1
A
t>s
(l-particle motions) starting in x = (x1; : : : ; xl) at time s solve
dX it = b(X
i
t ) dt + (X
i
t ) dWt; t>s; X
i
s = x
i; 16i6l (1.4)
with respect to the same m-dimensional F0-Brownian motion W (cf. (1.2)) in all com-
ponents, for arbitrary l>1; x1; : : : ; xl in Rd; s>0: in particular, particles existing at
the same time move dependently.
1.4. Particles die according to a position dependent killing rate k(:): A particle in
position y at time t has probability hk(y) + o(h) to die within a small time interval
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]t; t+h], independently of all the past up to time t, and independently of other particles
existing at time t. We assume that the rate function k(:) is continuous on Rd with values
in some interval [a; b]; 0<a<b<1.
1.2. Canonical path space for birth and death on a ow
We x a canonical path space for birth and death on a ow. Write R=Rd; B=
B(Rd) and (S;S) for the space of particle congurations
S :=
[
l2N0
Rl; S :=
( [
l2N0
Bl: Bl 2Bl; l>0
)
;
where R0:=fg;  some extra point, the void conguration. Dene a distance between
points x0 2Rl0 ; x2Rl by dl(x; x0)=(1 + dl(x; x0)) if l = l0 (with dl Euclidean distance
on Rl) and 1 if l 6= l0, then (S;S) is Polish. The length of a conguration is given
by l : S!N0; l(x) = l0 for x2Rl0 .
(S;S) being Polish, we have the Skorokhod space D=D([0;1); S) of cadlag func-
tions ’ : [0;1)! S; cf. Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987, VI.1.10.2, with Borel--eld D.
Dene 
 as the subspace of all ’2D([0;1); S) with properties (1.5){(1.7):
if ’t 6= ’t− then jl(’t)− l(’t−)j= 1; (1.5)
if ’t 6= ’t− and l0:=l(’t−)>1, then
either: l(’t) = l0 + 1 and ’t is of form (’1t− ; : : : ; ’
l0
t− ; y); y2R; (1.6)
or:’t 2f(’1t− ; : : : ; ’i−1t− ; ’i+1t− ; : : : ; ’l
0
t−): 16i6l
0g: (1.7)
We write  for the canonical process on 
; A = (t : 06t <1) and F for the
canonical ltration
F= (Ft)t>0; Ft =
\
r>t
(s: 06s6r); t>0:
(
;A; F) is our canonical path space for birth and death on a ow. The successive
jumps of  occur at times Tn; n>1; we put T0  0 and have Tn " 1 by construction.
We consider also subsequences of (Tn)n corresponding to births
TBj = infft >TBj−1: l(t)>l(t−)g; j>1; TB0  0
or to deaths
TDj = infft >TDj−1: l(t)<l(t−)g; j>1; TD0  0;
and denote the location in R of a newborn or of a dying particle by
Bj = TBj nTBj −; 
D
j = TD−j nTDj −; j>1; (1.8)
note that this set-like notation between congurations does make sense on 
 at birth
or death times, by (1.6) and (1.7).
Then for every initial conguration x2 S, there is a unique probability law Qb; ; ; kx
on (
;A; F), such that the canonical process  is strongly Markov and satises
(1.1){(1.4) (see Hopfner and Locherbach, 1999, Proposition 3).
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Due to the fact that the rate function k(:) is bounded away from 0 and 1, the
process  is recurrent in the sense of Harris under Qb; ; ; kx and has , the void cong-
uration, as recurrent point, with invariant measure mb; ; ; k (unique up to multiplication
by a constant), which is nite (cf. Hopfner and Locherbach, 1999). W.l.o.g. we put
mb; ; ; k(S) = 1. With functions g : S!R associated to functions g :R!R by
g(x) =
l(x)X
i=1
g(xi); x = (x1; : : : ; xl(x)); l(x)>1; g() :=0;
we dene a measure mb; ; ; k on (R;B), obtained from mb; ; ; k on S by
mb; ; ; k(B) :=
Z
S
1B(x)mb; ; ; k(dx) (1.9)
for B2B. Since mb; ; ; k(Rl) decreases exponentially fast as l!1 (cf. Hopfner
and Locherbach, 1999, Theorem 3), we have in particular that
R
S l(x)m
b;;;k(dx)=
mb; ; ; k is nite. As a consequence, mb; ; ; k is a nite measure on (R;B).
1.3. Statistical model and likelihood ratio process
We are interested in statistical models for birth and death on a ow, where an
unknown parameter # governs the drift coecient b#(:), the rate function k#(:) and the
nite measure #(dy) for births of new particles, with #2, where Rk is open.
The functions b#(:) and k#(:) are assumed to satisfy all assumptions stated in Section
1.1 above. The diusion coecient (:) will be xed throughout this paper. Write
Qx;# :=Qb
#; ; #; k#
x ; m
#:=mb
#; ; #; k# and m#:= mb
#; ; #; k# . From now on, we suppose
that for all # and #0 2 the following holds:
b#
0
(:)  b#(:) + (:)d(#0; #); d(#0; #)2Rm; and #0  # on Rd (1.10)
with density d#
0
=d#=p#
0=#. By (Hopfner and Locherbach, 1999, Theorems 1 and 2),
we know that (1.10) is sucient and { up to multiplication of  with some orthogonal
matrix { also necessary for local equivalence Qx;#0
locQx;# rel. F for all x2 S. The
likelihood ratio process (LRP) of Qx;#0 to Qx;# relative to F is
L#
0=#
t = (L1)
#0=#
t (L2)
#0=#
t (L3)
#0=#
t ; t>0; (1.11)
where the factor processes are
(L1)#
0=#
t = exp(d(#
0; #)TM#t − 12d(#0; #)Td(#0; #)At) (1.12)
with M# 2M2;cloc(Qx;#; F) given in (1.15) below, At =
R t
0 1fl(s)>0gds being the random
part fs2 [0; t]: l(s)> 0g of the time axis up to time t where the conguration is not
void, and
(L2)#
0=#
t =
8<
:
Y
j>1;TBj 6t
p#
0=#(Bj )
9=
; e−(c(#0)−c(#))t ; (1.13)
(L3)#
0=#
t =
8<
:
Y
j>1;TDj 6t
k#
0
k#
(Dj )
9=
; e−
R t
0
( k #
0− k #) (s) ds; (1.14)
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with c(#) :=#(R). We now give a denition of M# above: The process
N#s =
1X
n=1
1fl(Tn−1 )>0g
 
1s^Tn − 1s^Tn−1 −
Z s^Tn
s^Tn−1
b#(1r−) dr
!
; s>0;
is in the class Mcloc(Qx;#; F), and
M#s :=
Z s
0
1fl(r−)>0g
+(1r−) dN
#
r ; s>0; (1.15)
is the Rm-valued Brownian Motion driving every component of  under Qx;# on any
interval [[Tn−1; Tn[[ where l(Tn−1 )> 0. Here 
+ = (T)−1T is the left-inverse of .
2. Local asymptotic normality for birth and death on a ow
In this section, we deal with local asymptotic normality of fQx;# jFt : #2g as
t tends to innity, with localization rate t = 1=
p
t. In order to obtain a quadratic
decomposition of =# := log L=#t , we assume the dierentiability conditions D.1{D.3
below.
Condition D.1. For all #2 the function  7! d(; #)2Rm is dierentiable at = #
with derivative _d# 2Rkm.
Condition D.2. For all #2 there exists some measurable function _p# :R!Rk , such
that for all 16i6k, ( _p#)i 2L2(#) and
1
j− #j2
Z
R
p
p=# − 1− 1
2
(− #)T _p#
2
(y)#(dy)! 0 as !#:
Condition D.3. For all #2 there exists a measurable function _# :R!Rk , such that
_# 2L2( m# ) componentwise and such that the following holds:

k
k#
(y)− 1− (− #)T _#(y)
2
6f#(y; j− #j) j− #j2;
with f# :RR+!R+, such that f#(y; :) :R!R+ is non-decreasing, limc#0 f#(y; c)=0
for all y2R, f#(; c) :R!R+ is measurable and such that for all #2 there is some
(#) with f#(; (#))2L1( m#).
The above conditions imply local asymptotic normality as t!1:
Theorem 2.1. Suppose conditions D:1{D:3 hold. Fix some #2. Then for all bounded
sequences (ht)t>0Rk and t suciently large; with notation #t :=# + (1=
p
t)ht and
(i)=#t = log(Li)
=#
t ; i = 1; 2; 3 (see (1:11){(1:14)); (i)
#t=#
t admits a decomposition
(i)#t=#t = h
T
t (Si)t(#)− 12hTt (Ki) (#)ht + Remt;#;ht ; i = 1; 2; 3; (2.1)
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with remainder terms Remt;#;ht tending to 0 in Qx;#-probability as t!1 and
(K1) (#) = _d#( _d#)Tm#(SnR0); (2.2)
(K2) (#) =
Z
R
_p#( _p#)T(y)#(dy) (2.3)
and
(K3) (#) =
Z
R
_#( _#)T(y) (k# m#) (dy); (2.4)
(k# m#(dy) := k#(y) m#(dy)); where
L
0
@
0
@ (S1)t(#)(S2)t(#)
(S3)t(#)
1
A
Qx;#
1
A !N(0; K(#)) (2.5)
(weak convergence in R3k as t!1) for scores (Si)t(#) given explicitly in
(2:8){(2:10) below. K(#) is the following diagonal matrix:
K(#) =
0
@ (K1) (#) 0 00 (K2) (#) 0
0 0 (K3) (#)
1
A :
Remark 2.2. Whenever LAN (#) holds for all #2, we know how to characterize
eciency of estimators for the unknown parameter #: Asymptotically ecient estima-
tors in # are estimators which are regular in the sense of Hajek (cf. Hajek, 1970) (i.e.
which are approximatively equivariant in small neighbourhoods of #) and which have
the smallest limit variance among all regular sequences of estimators: this is just the
inverse of K(#) above, provided that K(#) is strictly positive denite, see Condition
N in Section 3 below.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Consider the point-process D of death times=positions of 
on (0;1) R:
D(dt; dy) =
X
n>1;TDn <1
(TDn ; Dn )(dt; dy): (2.6)
D has (Qx;#; F)-compensator
D;#(dt; dy) = dt
0
@ l(t−)X
k=1
k#(kt−)(kt−)(dy)
1
A : (2.7)
Write B;#(dt; dy) for the (Qx;#; F)-compensator dt #(dy) of B(dt; dy). Then
(S1)t(#) = _d
# 1p
t
M#t ; (2.8)
(S2)t(#) =
1p
t
Z t
0
Z
R
_p#(y) (B − B;#) (ds; dy); (2.9)
(S3)t(#) =
1p
t
Z t
0
Z
R
_#(y) (D − D;#) (ds; dy): (2.10)
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The decomposition of (1)#t=#t is an immediate consequence of the ratio limit
theorem and of Lenglart’s domination theorem (cf. Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987,
I.3.31), and the proof of the decomposition of (2)#t=#t and (3)
#t=#
t is exactly as
in the proof of Theorem 1 in Luschgy (1992), again being a consequence of the ratio
limit theorem and of Lenglart’s domination theorem.
Now we prove weak convergence of the array of scores. Dene
Mt :=
0
@Mt;1Mt;2
Mt;3
1
A ;
where
Mt;1s :=
1p
t
_d#M#ts ;
M t;2s :=
1p
t
Z st
0
Z
R
_p#(y) (B − B;#) (dr; dy)
Mt;3s :=
1p
t
Z st
0
Z
R
_#(y) (D − D;#) (dr; dy):
Here Mt;2; M t;3 belong to the classM2;dloc (Qx;#; (Fst)s>0) of purely discontinuous, locally
square integrable martingales, see (Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987, I.4.49{I.4.52). More-
over, Mt;1 2M2;cloc(Qx;#; (Fst)s>0); hence for all 16i; j6k: h(Mt;1)i ; (Mt;2) ji  0 and
h(Mt;1)i ; (Mt;3) ji  0. Furthermore, for all 16i; j6k, (Mt;2)i and (Mt;3) j do not have
any common jumps, thus [(Mt;2)i ; (Mt;3) j]  0 and therefore h(Mt;2)i ; (Mt;3) ji  0.
Thus,
hMtis =
0
BB@
_d#( _d#)T 1t Ats 0 0
0 sK2(#) 0
0 0 1t
Z ts
0
Z
R
_#( _#)T(y)D;#(ds; dy)
1
CCA ;
and thus hMtis! sK(#) Qx;#-a.s. by the ratio limit theorem (cf. (2.7) and (1.9)).
Remark that the Lindeberg condition holds: For all s> 0 and > 0 we haveZ ts
0
Z
R
 1pt _p#

2
1fj(1=pt) _p#j>g(y)
B;#(ds; dy)! 0
and Z ts
0
Z
R
 1pt _#

2
1fj(1=pt) _#j>g(y)
D;#(ds; dy)! 0
in Qx;#-probability, because _p
# 2L2(#) and _# 2L2( m#). (sK(#))s>0 is the angle
bracket process of some continuous k-dimensional Gaussian martingale X on some
arbitrary probability space. Applying the martingale convergence theorem (Jacod and
Shiryaev, 1987, Theorem VIII.3.22) we get L(Mt: jQx;#)!L(X ) (weak convergence
in D(R+;R3k)) and thus the result.
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3. Asymptotically ecient estimation of a parameter in the death rate function
Suppose that the underlying drift function b(:) and distribution of births (dy) are
known. Our aim is to estimate the unknown parameter # governing the death rate
function k#(:). We construct a sequence of minimum distance estimators and show
that this sequence can be improved by the one-step-modication of Davies (cf. Davies,
1985, Section 3): As a consequence, one obtains an asymptotically ecient sequence
of estimators for #. In this section, we assume:
Non-degeneracy of the diusion-coecient: We have d= m, and for all y2R, the
diusion coecient (y) has an inverse −1(y).
3.1. Minimum distance estimator for #
Dene Dt :=
D((0; t] ) and D; #t :=D;#((0; t] ), hence
D;#t (A) =
Z t
0
k#1A(s) ds=
Z
R
k#1A(y) mt(dy);
where
mt(A) =
Z t
0
1A(s) ds; A2B; t>0
is a process of occupation time measures. Thus
D;#t (dy) = k
#(y) mt(dy):
Consider the following processes: For v2R; ; #2:
L^t(v) :=
1
t
Dt ((−1; v]);
Lt(; v) :=
1
t
D;t ((−1; v]) =
Z
R
1(−1;v](y)k(y)
1
t
mt(dy);
L(; #; v) :=
Z
R
1(−1;v](y)k(y) m#(dy);
L(#; v) :=L(#; #; v);
here (−1; v] denotes the d-dimensional interval fy2Rd: − 1<yi6vi; 16i6dg.
For every (t; !) xed, v 7! L^t(v) and v 7! Lt(; v) are distribution functions of -
nite measures on R = Rd; similarly, v 7! L(; #; v) are distribution functions of nite
measures for all ; #2. Consider some arbitrary nite measure F on (R;B), w.l.o.g.
F(R) = 1. Because L2(R;B; F) is separable and { as distribution functions { the pro-
cesses L^t(:) and Lt(; :) are B ⊗Ft-measurable, L^t(:) and Lt(; :) are Ft-measurable
random elements in (L2(F);B(L2(F))).
3.1.1. Results
We state the results on MDE and shift the proofs to the next subsection. Suppose
that the following condition holds throughout this section:
Locally uniform continuity of  7!k(:): For all KR compact, supy2K jk
0−kj(y)
! 0 for 0! . Then we have:
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Proposition 3.1. For every (t; !);  3  7! Lt(; :)(!)2L2(F) is continuous.
We introduce the following conditions (cf. e.g. Millar, 1984; Hopfner and Kutoyants,
1997):
Condition D (Dierentiability). In addition to D.3 (see Section 2), y 7! _#(y) is
locally bounded for all #2.
Condition ID (Identiability). For all #2; x2 S Qx;#-a.s.:
lim inf
t!1 inf:j−#j>
jjLt(; :)− Lt(#; :)jjL2(F)> 0
for all > 0.
Write _L(#; :) for the function R!Rk with components
_L
( j)
(#; :) =
Z
R
( _k
#
)( j)(y)1(−1;](y) m#(dy);
where _k
#
(y) := k#(y) _#(y), and suppose further:
Condition N (Non-singularity). For all #2, the components _L( j)(#; :); 16j6k, are
linearly independent in L2(F).
If a trajectory of  has been continuously observed up to time t, we consider a
minimum distance estimator for the unknown parameter
#t = arg inf
2
jjL^t(:)− Lt(; :)jjL2(F); (3.1)
dened as any measurable choice of an argmin on the event At where the mapping
 7! jjL^t(:)−Lt(; :)jjL2(F) takes a minimum inside , and with arbitrary denition else,
e.g. #t :=#0 on A
c
t for some #0 2 xed; note that At 2Ft (cf. Proposition 3.1). As
in the classical proof of a.s. uniform convergence of empirical distribution functions
for i.i.d. variables, we get the following result:
Proposition 3.2. For all ; #2 and all x2 S; we have Qx;#-a.s. as t!1:
supv2 R jL^t(v)− L(#; v)j! 0; supv2 R jLt(; v)− L(; #; v)j! 0.
Strong consistency of the MDE is a consequence of the identiability condition ID
(see Hopfner and Kutoyants, 1997, Lemma 2):
Lemma 3.3. Under ID the sequence of minimum distance estimators (#n)n>0 is
strongly consistent: #n!# Qx;#-a.s. as n!1 for all #2 and x2 S.
Lemma 3.4. Condition D implies
jjLt(; :)− Lt(#; :)− (− #)T _L(#; :)jjL2(F)6j− #j(%#(t) + r#(t; j− #j))
for all 2B(#)(#); for all t>0. Here; (%#(t))t>0 is a process of remainder terms such
that %#(t)! 0 Qx;#-a:s: as t!1. (r#(t; ))t>0; <(#) is a family of processes taking
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values in R+ such that  7! r#(t; ) is non-decreasing for all t>0; and r#(t; )!:
r#() for all <(#) Qx;#-a:s: as t!1; where r# : [0; (#))!R+ is a deterministic
function; non-decreasing; with lim#0 r#() = 0.
Let W (#)= (W (#)v)v2 R be a zero mean Gaussian process with covariance function
E(W (#)vW (#)v0) = L(#; v ^ v0) (with ^ taken componentwise). Then a measurable
version of W (#) can be constructed on some complete probability space (see Gilman
and Skoroklod (1974), Chapter III.3) because v 7! L(#; v) is continuous, which is a
consequence of m#d; d the Lebesgue measure on (R;B). This last assertion will
be proved in Theorem 3.9 below. Thus, W (#) has paths in L2(F). Then the following
theorem is a consequence of the martingale structure of terms
p
n(L^n(v)− Ln(#; v)).
Theorem 3.5. For all #2 and x2 S we have
p
n(L^n(:)− Ln(#; :))!W (#)
(weak convergence in L2(F) under Qx;# as n!1).
Moreover we get asymptotic normality of the sequence (
p
n(#n − #))n>0:
Theorem 3.6. Suppose Conditions D; ID and N hold. Then
p
n(#n − #)!N(0; −1# #−1# )
(weak convergence in Rk under Qx;# as n!1); where
(#)i; j =
Z
R
Z
R
_L
(i)
(#; v)L(#; v ^ v0) _L( j)(#; v0)F (dv)F (dv0)
and
(#)i; j = h _L(i)(#; :); _L( j)(#; :)iL2(F);
for all 16i; j6d.
3.1.2. Proofs
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Consider F-stopping times
n := inf

t > 0:
Z t
0
1fjj>ng(s) ds> 0

:
By construction of 
; n " 1 for n!1. On fn> tg; mt is concentrated on Bn(0),
the closed ball with centre 0 and radius n in R=Rd. By locally uniform continuity of
! k(:),
sup
v2 R
jLt(; v)− Lt(0; v)j6
Z
R
jk − k0 j(y)1
t
mt (dy)! 0
for 0!  on ft <ng, thus on
S
n ft <ng, and Proposition 3.1 is proved.
The proofs of Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 are similar to corresponding proofs
in Hopfner and Kutoyants (1997) and are omitted.
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Proof of Lemma 3.4. Write _Lt(#; :) for the function R!Rk with components
_L
( j)
t (#; :) =
1
t
Z
R
( _k
#
)( j)(y)1(−1;](y) mt (dy):
(Note that _Lt(#; :) is well dened by local boundedness of y 7! _k#(y), see
Condition D.) Then
jjLt(; :)− Lt(#; :)− (− #)T _L(#; :)jjL2(F)
6jjLt(; :)− Lt(#; :)− (− #)T _Lt(#; :)jjL2(F)
+ j− #j sup
16j6k
jj _L( j)t (#; :)− _L
( j)
(#; :)jjL2(F);
with jj _L( j)t (#; :)− _L
( j)
(#; :)jjL2(F)! 0 Qx;#-a:s: as t!1 similar to Proposition 3.2. Fur-
thermore,
jjLt(; :)− Lt(#; :)− (− #)T _Lt(#; :)jjL2(F)
=


Z
R
1(−1;](y)(k − k# − (− #)T _k#)(y)1t mt (dy)


L2(F)
=
"Z
R
F (dv)
Z
R
1(−1;v](y)(k − k# − (− #)T _k#)(y)1t mt (dy)
2#1=2
6

1
t
mt(R)
Z
R
F (dv)
Z
R
mt (dy)
mt(R)
(k − k# − (− #)T _k#)2(y)  1
1=2
6b(#)

mt(R)
t
1=2
j− #j
Z
R
f#(y; j− #j)1t mt (dy)
1=2
= : j− #j r#(t; j− #j);
with b(#)<1 being the upper bound of k#(:). By the ratio limit theorem and
Condition D.3,
r#(t; j− #j)! r#(j− #j) := b(#) m#(R)1=2
Z
R
f#(y; j− #j) m# (dy)
1=2
Qx;#-a.s. as t!1, so Lemma 3.4 is proved.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. (1) Convergence of nite dimensional distributions: For v1; : : : ;
vm 2R; we have to show
(
p
n(L^n(vi)− Ln(#; vi)))16i6m!N(0; (L(#; vi ^ vj))16i; j6m)
(weak convergence in Rm as n!1). Consider the m-dimensional process Mn; #; v;
v= (v1; : : : ; vm)T, with components
(Mn; #; vt )
( j) :=
1p
n
Z nt
0
Z
R
1(−1;vj](y)(
D − D;#)(ds; dy);
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which is a locally square integrable martingale w.r.t. Qx;# with predictable quadratic
covariation process
hMn; #; vit = 1n
Z nt
0
k#Cv(s) ds! t
Z
R
k#Cv(y) m# (dy)
Qx;#-a.s. as n!1; with
Cv(y) = (1(−1;vi^vj](y))16i; j6m:
Thus, Z
R
k#Cv(y) m# (dy) = C(#);
where
(C(#))i; j =
Z
R
k#1(−1;vi^vj](y) m# (dy) = L(#; vi ^ vj):
Since jumps of Mn; #; v are bounded by 1=
p
n, the martingale convergence theorem
yields weak convergence Mn; #; v! (C(#))1=2B in D(R+;Rm) under Qx;#, where B is a
m-dimensional standard Brownian motion. This implies the desired nite dimensional
convergence.
(2) We still have to show (cf. Cremers and Kadelka, 1986, p. 313)
lim sup
n!1
Ex;#(jj
p
n(L^n − Ln(#))jj2L2(F))6E(jjW (#)jj2L2(F)); (3.2)
where Ex;#(jj
p
n(L^n − Ln(#))jj2L2(F)) =
R
R F (dv)Ex;#(Ln(#; v)) and E(jjW (#)jj2L2(F)) =R
R F (dv)L(#; v). Clearly, Ex;#[Ln(#; v)]!L(#; v) by the ratio limit theorem. Moreover,
Ln(#; v)6(1=n)D;#n (R) and
1
n
Ex;#[D;#n (R)]6
1
n
b(#)Ex;#
Z n
0
l(s) ds

! b(#)
Z
S
l(x)m# (dx)2 (0;1);
b(#) the upper bound of k#(:). Note that
R
S l(x)m
# (dx) is nite (cf. end of
Section 1:2). Thus supv supn Ex;#[Ln(#; v)]<1, and (3.2) holds by dominated con-
vergence. Following Cremers and Kadelka (1986, (4.3)) or Grinblat (1976), (1) and
(2) imply weak convergence of
p
n(L^n(:)−Ln(#; :)) to W (#) in L2(F). This concludes
the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Proceeding as in Hopfner and Kutoyants (1997, Theorem 2)
along the ideas of Millar (1984) one has
p
n(#n − #) = A#(
p
n(L^n(:)− Ln(#; :))) + oQx; #(1);
where A# :L2(F)!Rk is dened by
f 7! −1#
0
BB@
hf; _L(1)(#; :)iL2(F)
...
hf; _L(k)(#; :)iL2(F)
1
CCA :
Hence,
p
n(#n−#)!A#(W (#)) (weak convergence in Rk under Qx;#, as n!1), and
the law of A#(W (#)) is necessarily a centred normal law N(0; 
−1
# #
−1
# ).
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3.2. Construction of an asymptotically ecient estimator for #
In this subsection all assumptions made up to now are in force. Our aim is to modify
the preliminary sequence of minimum distance estimators (#n)n>0 (see Davies, 1985,
Section 3) in order to obtain a sequence of estimators ( ~#n)n such that
p
n( ~#n − #) = Zn(#) + oQx; #(1)
for all #2; Zn(#) :=K(#)−1Sn(#), where K(#) := (K3)(#) and Sn(#) := (S3)n(#).
(Remark that as a consequence of the non-singularity Condition N, K(#) is strictly
positive denite for all #2.) We suppose that # 7! _# is L2( m#)-continuous:
Condition C. For all #; 2 and y2R,
j _(y)− _#(y)j26g#(y; j− #j);
with g# :RR+!R+, such that g# satises all assumptions made on f# in Condition
D.3 above in Section 2.
Proposition 3.7. Suppose Conditions D and C hold. Then
sup
jhj6c
Sn

#+
1p
n
h

− fSn(#)− K(#)hg
= oQx; #(1)
for n!1 and
sup
jhj6c
K

#+
1p
n
h

− K(#)
 ! 0 for n!1:
Proof. Write n := 1=
p
n. Then
Sn(#+ nh)− Sn(#) = 1pn
Z n
0
Z
R
_#+nh(y)(D − D;#+nh)(ds; dy)
− 1p
n
Z n
0
Z
R
_#(y)(D − D;#)(ds; dy)
=
1p
n
Z n
0
Z
R
( _#+nh − _#)(y)(D − D;#)(ds; dy)
+
1p
n
Z n
0
Z
R
_#+nh(y)(D;# − D;#+nh)(ds; dy):
Consider the ith component of the rst expression in the last line and dene the
following (Qx;#; (Fst)s>0)-martingale
Mn;#t :=
1p
n
Z nt
0
Z
R
( _#+nh − _#)(i)(y)(D − D;#)(ds; dy)
with predictable quadratic covariation
hMn;#it = 1n
Z
R
[( _#+nh − _#)(i)]2(y)k#(y) mtn(dy)
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which for xed t vanishes Qx;#-a.s. as n!1, by Conditions D and C. Lenglart’s
inequality implies Mn;#1 ! 0 in Qx;#-probability as n!1: The second expression
1p
n
Z n
0
Z
R
_#+nh(y)(D;# − D;#+nh)(ds; dy)
=
1p
n
Z
R
_#+nh(k# − k#+nh)(y) mn(dy)
is treated similarly using Conditions C and D.3 and Cauchy{Schwarz inequality and
is seen to converge to K(#)  kQx;#-a.s. as n goes to innity, uniformly in jhj6c. The
continuity of # 7! K(#) is an obvious consequence of Condition C.
Remark 3.8. All the assumptions on the structure of the model and the sequence of
preliminary estimators (#n)n made in Davies (1985, Section 3, A.0{A.7 and (3:6)) are
fullled, and we can thus construct a sequence of estimators ( ~#n)n>1 for the unknown
parameter #, which is asymptotically ecient in # for all #2: Let #n denote a
discretized version of #n , obtained as the best approximation to #

n within a grid
contained in , having step size 1=
p
n in all components. Then, with notation of
Proposition 3.7,
~#n := ~#

n +
1p
n
K( ~#

n)
−1Sn( ~#

n) (3.3)
is an estimator for #, which is asymptotically ecient at all points #2, see Davies
(1985, p. 849).
3.3. Absolute continuity of the invariant measure m# with respect to the Lebesgue
measure
We show that since (y) has an inverse for all y2R, the invariant measure m#
of (1.9) is absolutely continuous with respect to d, the Lebesgue measure on (R;B).
So under the assumptions in the beginning of Section 3 we have:
Theorem 3.9. m#d for all #2.
Proof. Fix some parameter #2. Write Pt(x; dy) for the transition semigroup cor-
responding to the one-point-motion on the ow under #, i.e. corresponding to the
stochastic dierential equation
dXt = b#(Xt) dt + (Xt) dWt: (3.4)
Write Uc(x; :) for the corresponding c-potential kernel. Because () is non-degenerate,
Pt(x; :)d for all t > 0 and for all x2R (see Bouleau and Hirsch, 1986, Theorem
19). Hence also Uc(x; ) = R10 e−ctPt(x; :) dtd for all c> 0.
Write Q#1;x for the law of the solution of (3.4), starting in x2R, on C :=C(R+; R).
For l2N, let Ml+1 denote the canonical path space of (l + 1)-variate counting pro-
cesses without accumulation of jumps in nite time, equipped with the topology of Sko-
roklod convergence and Borel--eldMl+1. The canonical process =(t)t>0 on Ml+1
generates the ltration Ml+1 = (Ml+1t )t>0; Ml+1t = (s: 06s6t). For every f2Cl
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(Cl being the l-fold product space of C) with components (f1; : : : ; fl); l2N, let
K#l (f; :) denote the unique probability measure on (M
l+1;Ml+1;Ml+1), such that the
components 1; : : : ; l+1 of  are independent counting processes with deterministic
intensity k#(fi(s)) ds on (0;1) for 16i6l, resp. c(#) ds for i = l + 1. Write i :=
inffu: iu>1g and  :=minf1; : : : ; l; l+1g (cf. Hopfner and Locherbach, 1999, Section
4.1), then K#l (f; fi > rg)=e−
R r
0
k#(fi(s))ds; r>0; 16i6l. As k#() is bounded below
by some constant a> 0, we have for A2B:
V (x; A) :=
Z
C1M 2
Q#1; x(df)K
#
1 (f; dh)
 Z 1(h)
0
1A(f1s ) ds
!
=
Z 1
0
ds
Z
C1
Q#1; x(df)1A(f
1
s )K
#
1 (f; f1(h)>sg)6Ua(x; A);
hence V (x; :)d. Then as in Cinlar and Kao (1992, p. 131) and Phelan (1997,
p. 200),
m#(A) =
Z
R
#(dy)V (y; A); A2B(R); (3.5)
and we arrive at m#d, thus the theorem is proved. Eq. (3.5) is easily seen as
follows: We rearrange the particles appearing in the conguration process according to
their birth time. Then TBi is the birth time of the ith particle born after time 0. Write
TDi for the death time and 
i
s, s2 [TBi ; TDi ), for the trajectory of this particle. Then
with T :=inffTn; n> 0: Tn = g and c# := (E;#(T ))−1, conditioning on successive
birth events, using the strong Markov property of the ow and the fact that B is a
Poisson random measure with intensity ds #(dy), we arrive at
m#(A) = c#E;#
Z T
0
1A(s) ds

= c#
X
i>1
E;#
 
1fTBi <Tg
Z TDi
TBi
1A(is) ds
!
= c#
X
i>1
E;#
 
1fTBi <TgE;#
 Z TDi
TBi
1A(is) dsjFTBi
!!
= c#
X
i>1
E;#(1fTBi <TgV (
i
TBi
; A))
= c#E;#
Z T
0
Z
R
V (x; A)B(dt; dx)

=
Z
R
#(dy)V (y; A):
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